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Use Social Media Marketing to Make a Living Online.CHOOSE A BUSINESS MODEL THAT

FITS YOUR GOALS AND LIFESTYLENO EXPERIENCE AND HUGE CAPITAL REQUIRED.If

you want to start a business without risk, huge capital or any business experience, then this

bundle is for you.What you'll get:PINTEREST FOR SMALL BUSINESS- The rise of social

media and how you can take advantage of it- 39 Best Businesses to Start Today!- Why traffic is

the lifeblood of your business- How to get invites online- How to properly set up your profile-

The best monetization practices to get more customers on Pinterest- The # 1 mistake business

owners make when trying to use Pinterest for marketing- Why you should have a ____ first

before creating your own Pinterest account- What are the best practices for Pinterest business

usersTSHIRT BOOTCAMP- The entire blueprint to making money via Teespring- 3 Ways to

find winning markets... so you only sell products to those who already want to buy it!- Why you

should target pop culture references as your design market- Two of the best ways to find cheap

but quality designers- What to look for on a shirt design and how to communicate this to your

designer- This "secret blackhat" technique that will allow you to get $399 designs for as low as

$5! This is legal but still a little bit taboo!- How to create your Teespring listing from start to

finish- How to advertise on Facebook from A-Z- How to analyze your results after 3-5 days and

what to do in every scenario that may play outYou have two choices right now.1 - You can learn

all of these by yourself, make a lot of mistakes and eventually succeed (or not).OR2 - You can

get this short bundle, read and then apply it today. And then achieve success faster and avoid

hundreds of hours of mistakes.It's totally up to you.If you choose #2...Scroll Up and Grab Your

Copy Now!

From the Back Cover“Augen authors another winner. A skilled analyst and trader himself,

Augen offers individuals a cutting-edge approach to analysis, utilizing simple software, which

allows traders to better steer their own financial destiny. In this new book, he outlines his

personal investing techniques, unlike any other technical approach I’ve ever seen. This unique

book is a must-read for self-directed traders seeking to create their own tools to gain an edge

in the computer-driven markets of today.”--Kira McCaffrey Brecht, Managing Editor, SFO

Magazine “Jeff Augen continues his streak of great books that can help traders improve returns

with a book about programming option trades that doesn’t require a quant degree to be put into

action. He has done what I thought was impossible: He has written a programming guide for

option traders that is interesting and actionable. This is the most interesting, understandable,

and actionable guide to using Excel to trade options that I have read.”--Mark Sebastian, COO

and Director of Education, Option Pit "Jeff's insights into modern-day options have provided

me with several real-world trading breakthroughs. I increasingly lean on Jeff for clarity in

today's hard-charging, volatile markets--I'd get my hands on everything he puts out!"--Preston

James, Founder, Traders Edge Network, LLC Trade More Profitably by Exploiting Excel’s

Powerful New Statistical and Data Mining Tools! There’s only one way to gain a consistent

edge in today’s high-speed markets: adopt the same advanced data mining and analysis

techniques the institutions use. Fortunately, with Microsoft Excel and a modern PC, you can do

just that. In this book, Jeff Augen covers a variety of approaches for systematically improving

your trades by exploiting Excel’s most powerful new features. Augen demystifies key analytical

concepts and teaches all the Excel skills you’ll need. Using realistic examples, he explains



everything from simple conditionals and expressions to sophisticated VBA macro

programming. You’ll learn to create new indicators and alerts that identify high-profit

opportunities...perform statistical analyses to back-test strategies more accurately...validate,

invalidate, or tune combinations of indicators across any time frame...quickly visualize

enormous datasets, so hidden trends jump out at you. Own Excel? Use a trading platform? You

already have the tools to gain a powerful trading advantage. Get this book--and put those tools

to work.Use Excel 2007/2010 to systematically improve the way you analyze tradesTranslate

complex trading hypotheses into simple, testable Excel modelsUncover market distortions in

time to profit from themProfit from inefficiencies that disappear in hours, minutes, or even

secondsIdentify new correlations the market hasn’t noticedPerform “experiments” of virtually

unlimited size, number, or complexity--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the

AuthorJeff Augen, currently a private investor and writer, has spent more than a decade

building a unique intellectual property portfolio of databases, algorithms, and associated

software for technical analysis of derivatives prices. His work, which includes more than a

million lines of computer code, is particularly focused on the identification of subtle anomalies

and price distortions. Augen has a 25-year history in information technology. As cofounding

executive of IBM’s Life Sciences Computing business, he defined a growth strategy that

resulted in $1.2 billion of new revenue and managed a large portfolio of venture capital

investments. From 2002 to 2005, Augen was President and CEO of TurboWorx Inc., a technical

computing software company founded by the chairman of the Department of Computer

Science at Yale University. His books include Trading Realities, Day Trading Options, Trading

Options at Expiration, The Option Trader’s Workbook, and The Volatility Edge in Options

Trading. He currently teaches option trading classes at the New York Institute of Finance and

writes a weekly column for Stocks, Futures and Options magazine.--This text refers to the

paperback edition.
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Social Media Powered Internet Business Pinterest for Local Businesses & Tshirt Facebook

MarketingPINTEREST FORSMALL BUSINESSTSHIRT BOOTCAMPDAVE

GREENPINTEREST FORSMALL BUSINESSHow to Create a Small Online Business andGrow

it via Pinterest Marketing Dave Greenw/ Ryan TurnerCopyright © 2016 All rights reserved. No

part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any

means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without

the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in

critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.(Expect

Some Explicit Content Inside)Please don’t let your kid read this book.Also, if you’re easily

offended, stop reading now and refund your money already. Table of

Contents: IntroductionChapter 0 - What Local Business to Start? (Pre-Training)Chapter 1 -

What is Pinterest?Chapter 2- Best Business PracticesChapter 3 - Monetizing Your

PinterestImportant Lessons:Conclusion IMPORTANT: PINTEREST IS AN INVITE

ONLY SOCIAL MEDIA click the link to join the waiting list. You can also comment on blogs that

are giving free Pinterest invite for their readers If you have a friend who’s already in Pinterest,

ask for an invite FOR A BUSINESS ACCOUNT, register here: Introduction Thanks for giving

this book a shot. This book is for people who have their own small online business or those

who are just starting out. If you already make at least 6 figures in your business, then this book

won’t probably be of any help to you. However, if you’re a beginners seeking a business and a

marketing method to use, then this book may be a good fit. The lessons in this book is really

simple anyone can apply it. This book won’t be 200 pages long but the info inside is enough for

you to get started. If you think you need anything else, then you’re probably just

overthinking. Seriously, just use the information inside and just take the damn action. Let’s do

this! RISE OF SOCIAL MEDIA The rise of social media has given us (business owners) a lot of

opportunities to grow and get more customers. But at the same time, it has given as too many

choices that we don’t even know where to start. In my opinion. the best social media to use in

your business are the following: Facebook Twitter Instagram LinkedIn Youtube Pinterest Now

the effectivity of your marketing still depends on your target market and the way you sell your

product. If you are a business owner in today’s market, then you need a website first. I will

assume that you already have a website, if not then stop reading and create one first! All of the

things that I will teach you will only be effective if you have a website where you can let your

customer decide whether they want to do business with you or not. All websites today relies on

traffic. No traffic, no customers. By using social media websites, you’ll be able to capitalize

hundreds of millions of potential customers. It is a way to interact with your customers. If you

can build a win-win relationship for you and your customers or clients, then you will never be

hungry again! There will always be people ready to buy what you’re selling. The best way to

utilize social media is to have an account in all of those websites. Remember, you can connect

almost all of your social media and make it a big community. Today, there is one social media

site that is starting to grow more than ever, and that is what I want to talk about in this

book. Obviously, it’s called PINTEREST. Are you ready to grow your business? Read

on.Chapter 0 – What Local Business to Start? So why is there a chapter zero? Well this is for

people who doesn’t have a business yet. I’m not gonna go in depth on local business creation

but I’m gonna give you some business ideas to start in your local area. If you already have a

business, you can skip to chapter 1 and read the PINTEREST section. However, if you’re just

starting out and don’t have a business yet, I’ve gathered a list of some of the best business to



start this year. These are just what I think will be profitable according to my research (from

entrepreneurship books, articles and websites). Please note that this is not a complete list as

there are literally thousands of types of business that you can start. Also, this is “just a list” and

there are no explanations on WHY it is a good business to start. You have to do your own

research first before you start that business (duhh). 39 Small Business That You Can Start. 1.

Auto detailing2. Blogging3. Buying and reselling on eBay4. Cake and cupcake baking and

decorating5. Creating custom clothing6. Housecleaning7. Pet sitting8. Home daycare9.

Cleaning services for businesses10. Social media expert11. Gourmet cookie making12.

Antique refurbishment13. Event coordinator14. Event DJ15. Exercise instructor16. Gardening

services17. Handyman services.18. Catering19. Interior decorating20. Pet yard waste

cleanup21. Knitting, crocheting, or quilting22. Landscaping services23. Furniture making24.

Meal-to-go preparations25. Pet grooming26. Jewelry making27. Growing and selling

produce28. Proofreading and editing29. Scrapbook making30. Senior citizen assistance31.

Sewing and alterations32. Computer troubleshooting33. Soap making and spa products34.

Giving music lessons35. Tutoring36. Website design37. Wedding planner38. Become a

business or life coach39. Start a resume writing service   Chapter 1 - What is Pinterest? 
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